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Castrol Premium Heavy Duty is a NLGI 2 multipurpose lithium complex grease for automotive and industrial     
applications. It has been formulated with a high drop point, good water resistance and EP properties for greater 

high temperature performance and load carrying capabilities. The inclusion of a tacky agent helps resist throw off. 
Suitable for automotive wheel bearings, ball joints and chassis lubrication as well as medium duty industrial     

applications. The TOLEDO TOL305217 lever action grease gun is suitable for use with 450gm cartridges or bulk 
grease (650cm3 capacity with bulk grease). Generates 6000psi pressure, comes FREE with a heavy duty 4 jaw 

coupler and a 150mm (6 inch) rigid extension. 

p/n  CASPREMTOL305217 

BUY A 12 PACK OF CASTROL PREMIUM H/DUTY 450gm GREASE CARTRIDGES 

FOR ONLY $101.80 + gst 
& GET A TOLEDO LEVER ACTION GREASE GUN RRP $54.73 + gst FREE!!! 
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CASTROL PREMIUM HEAVY DUTY 2.5KG 
GREASE PAIL  

$34.10 + gst 
P/n CAS3377122 

p/n  STARC9ME300 

$224.60 
+ gst 

CASTROL PREMIUM HEAVY DUTY 20KG 
GREASE PAIL 

 A high temperature multipurpose lithium complex NLGI2 grease designed 
for plain & roller bearing applications. Excellent thermal stability and wide 

temperature range. Reduced oil separation & resistance to hardening  
under pressure. High load carry capacity. Good water resistance. Excellent 
EP & anti-wear properties, protects equipment against extreme loading & 

assists in minimizing bearing component wear. 
 

$215.00 + gst 
P/n CAS3377123 

STARRETT 12”/300mm 4pc COMBINATION 
SQUARE SET 

Cast iron heads, reversible lock bolts, scriber, spirit level in       
bi-square head & protractor head, direct reading double 180° 
protractor scale, hardened steel photo engraved blade in case 

$11.80 
+ gst 

STARRETT 8 METRE TAPE MEASURE WITH 
FREE KUK-030-N SNAP OFF BLADE UTILITY 
KNIFE 1st October 2020 - 30 November 2020  

only while stocks last 

p/n  STARKTS1-8COMBO 

STARRETT STAINLESS STEEL VERNIER CALIPERS 

 

P/n STAR125MEA06150 

STARRETT 125MEA 150mm/6" STAINLESS STEEL VERNIER CALIPER 
 

$49.45 + gst 
 

STAR125MEA08200 

STARRETT 125MEA 200mm/8" STAINLESS STEEL VERNIER CALIPER 

 

$84.10 + gst 

 

 Graduations: .001"inch, 0.020mm metric, lock screw for sliding 
jaw, hardened stainless steel depth rod, sharp, black easy read 

graduations, comes in a plastic case 

p/n STAR7996150 

STARRETT 799 6”/150MM DIGITAL       
CALIPER 

Hardened stainless steel body, reads .0005" - 0.01mm, fine 
adjustment wheel, 5 minute automatic shut off . integrated 
depth gauge, zero at any position, comes in plastic case. 

$146.86 + gst 

p/n STAR7998200 

STARRETT 799 8”/200MM DIGITAL       
CALIPER 

Hardened stainless steel body, reads .0005" - 0.01mm, fine 
adjustment wheel, 5 minute automatic shut off . integrated 
depth gauge, zero at any position, comes in plastic case. 

$197.30 + gst 
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p/n STARKBGS2016 p/n STARKBGM2016 p/n STARKBGL2016 

STARRETT MEDIUM TOOL BAG 
15.7" x 8.7" x 12.6" (400 x 220 x 
320mm), 7 x external pockets,  

6 x internal pockets 

$28.90 + gst 

STARRETT SMALL TOOL BAG 
12" x 6.7" x 8.7" (300 x 170 x 220mm),  

12 x external pockets,  
6 x internal pockets 

$19.80 + gst 

STARRETT LARGE TOOL BAG 
16” x 9.4” x 10.6'', 400 x 240 x 270mm, 

21 x external pockets, 5 x internal pockets, 
8 x elastic pockets 

$38.10 + gst 

ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST!!! 

STOCK CLEARANCE ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST!!! 
50% OFF LIST PRICE!!! 

STARRETT HD ALUMINIUM I BEAM LEVEL 
Features large 360° anti-shock vial sections for easy     

visibility from any angle, accurate to within .001" per inch, 
with impact-resistant end caps, one magnetic side 

 

P/n KLIX48-1-N 

Starrett 1200mm heavy duty aluminium 3 vial I-beam level 

$46.50 + gst 

CRC SURFACE SANITISER  
ALCOHOL BASED 250GM 

AEROSOL 
Alcohol - based sanitiser that effectively 

kills bacteria &  microbes leaving surfaces 
hygienically clean, offers effective      

multi-surface protection across most hard 
& soft surfaces in commercial &          

residential buildings. kills 99.9% of 
germs. starts working on contact, 70% 
Isopropyl Alcohol, pleasant fragrance, 

effective against coronavirus COVID-19 
strains. 

$8.49 +gst 

p/n CRC1752084 

CRC SURFACE SANITISER 
p/n CRC1752080 CRC surface sanitiser cleaner 500ml trigger pack 

$9.60 + gst 
p/n CRC1752106 CRC surface sanitiser cleaner 750ml trigger pack 

$10.70 + gst 
p/n CRC1752089 CRC surface sanitiser cleaner 5 litre 

$39.10 +gst 

 

Ready to use surface sanitiser that effectively kills viruses and bacteria 
and prevents them from spreading. It offers effective multi-surface 
performance across most hard and soft surfaces in commercial and 
residential buildings. Ready to use, no mixing required, sanitises    

surfaces within minutes, Alcohol Free, rinse free non-sticky formula 

p/n CRC1752197 

CRC FOGGER SANITISER 
210ML AEROSOL 

An industrial strength sanitiser fogger that 
effectively kills germs in all the hard-to reach 
spots conventional cleaning techniques miss, 
offers long lasting residual protection, easy 
to use fogger application, just activate and 

leave (do not enter sanitised area for at least 
30 minutes). Kills 99.9% of germs will    

sanitise an entire room or vehicle - walls, 
ceiling, floor, every nook & cranny, covers 

large areas - approximately 90m³. This 
equates to a 35m² floor area with a 2.4m 

ceiling height, 

$5.90 +gst 
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BRAKLEEN Promotion only while stocks last  

p/n CRC5087C 

CRC BRAKLEEN BLASTER 600gm AEROSOL 6 PACK WITH 
FREE 8 PACK OF CLASSIC COKE NO 300ml 

$49.92 + gst 

p/n CRC5089C 

CRC BRAKLEEN 600gm AEROSOL 6 PACK WITH FREE 8 PACK 
OF CLASSIC COKE 300ml 

$49.92 + gst 

CRC EXOFF THE FUTURE OF SERIOUS CLEANING IS HERE 

CRC 5.56 LITE LOW ODOUR   
SOLVENT FREE AEROSOL 400ML 
The latest technological breakthrough in the 

5.56 family. It combines the 4 strengths of 5.56 
- it lubricates, penetrates, displaces moisture & 
protects from corrosion, low odour & no solvent 

formula. Ideal for use in confined places or  
areas where odour sensitivity is a concern.   
Advanced lubrication, stops & attacks rust,  

displaces moisture, safe for all metals & alloys, 
most painted surfaces, coatings, plastics &   

rubbers. 

$8.86 
+ gst 

p/n CRC5034 

p/n WAI17030 

WELD-AID WELD KLEEN #2 ANTI-SPATTER         
AEROSOL 20oz 

Heavy duty base metal treatment, solvent based quick drying. 
Accepts pre-heating & is a non-flammable paintable spray ideal 

for protecting parts, clamps, tooling etc. No fluorocarbons. 

$13.80 + gst 
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p/n VMVQ1530SWDC 

CRC RUST CONVERTER AND PRIMER 
• Neutralises rust & converts it to a tough black primer  

• can be used as a finish coat or can be painted over, apply 
CRC Prep It as an intermediate primer 

• Compatible with most standard decorative paint systems 
for metals 

• Can be applied to damp surfaces 

• 425gm aerosol, 1L & 5L – MPI Approved C23 

• No residue to wash off – No clean up 
 

p/n CRC14610 Rust converter aerosol 425gm 

$12.90 + gst 

 

p/n CRC18418 Rust converter liquid 1 litre 

$23.80 + gst 

CRC CUTTING, DRILLING, TAPPING FLUIDS and 
COMPOUNDS 

Superior cutting, drilling & thread cutting lubricant for use on all types 
of metal, suitable for hand or machine cutting, -10ºC to +250ºC, NZSFA 

Approved C12. Available in aerosol, paste or liquid. 

 

  p/n CRC3063 CDT cutting oil aerosol 300gm 

$16.80  
+ gst 

 

  p/n CRC3062 CDT metal cutting paste 500ml 

$26.20  
+ gst 

 

  p/n CRC3064 CDT cutting liquid 500ml 

$23.90  
+ gst 

VACMASTER 1500W 30ltr STAINLESS STEEL 
WET & DRY VACUUM 

2 in 1 Wet / Dry vac with 35mm accessory system, compact, 
powerful 1500W, built in outlet socket for power tools with    

function switch for synchronised start, durable, 30L stainless 
steel tank, onboard accessory storage, large rear wheels for 

easy portability, 5m power cord & 2.5m secure fit hose, extra 
large drain for fast emptying., 12 month warranty 

$199.00 
+ gst 

WELDTECH 140A GASLESS INVERTER MIG 
WELDER 

140A welding power for up to 4mm steel thickness, 5.6kg 
super light weight & portable, cutting edge inverter           

technology, Gasless MIG welder for improved convenience, 
LED display for instant feedback of amperage & voltage, 60% 
duty cycle @ 120A, lightweight, robust construction, 10A Plug 
- ideal for home & workshop power supplies, includes TRB14 

MIG Torch, 18 Month Warranty *with product registration  

p/n WT140FC 

$195.00 
+ gst 

p/n  FMCCS14-2 

FEIN 356MM - 14” SLUGGER 1800W  
METAL COLD CUT SAW 

• 1800W, 356mm/14" blade 

• cuts bevels up to 45°  

• low speed high torque motor 

• high precision durable steel construction, cast aluminium base 

• quick release table/base clamp cuts 0° to 45°, smooth bevel & 
angle cutting adjustments 

• eye protection plate  

• table/base clamp with quick release, depth stop 

• well balanced handle design for better control 

• integrated chip collection 
 

$898.70 + gst 

STOCK DUE MID OCTOBER 
PRE ORDER NOW!!! 
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p/n 33BSEDOL 

MARQUIP 33BSE-DOL 33 CFM - 921LPM 3 
PHASE AIR COMPRESSOR 

Heavy duty cast iron pump and low revving belt drive -    
designed for extra long life and relatively quiet pump noise. 
Air receiver: 155 litres, fad: 696 lpm, air displacement: 921 
lpm/ 32.6 cfm, max. pressure: 9 bar/ 130 psi, power: 4 KW/ 
5.5 HP, pump: TA80, dimensions (L x W x H): 140 x 44 x 102 

cm, weight: 177 kg 

$3400.00 + gst 

 

 

SPITFIRE 1350 11CFM AIR COMPRESSOR 
Belt drive, 50 litre air receiver, high efficiency low amp 2.5 HP 
motor with 10amp plug, cast iron cylinder with steel valves,  
after cooler & soft start valve, 4 port pressure switch, copper  

delivery pipe & brass check valve, electric motor overload       
protection, 235 lpm displacement / 194 lpm free air delivery 

Includes a filter regulator & QD Hi Flo coupler 
Solid rubber wheels 200 x 40mm 1 year warranty 

With bonus 10 metre air hose 

$759.80  
+ gst 

p/n SPITFIRE1350 

 

AIRBRUSH 
COMPRESSOR 

Diaphragm compressor 42 
litre/minute  - 1.5CFM 

220V,  .17HP, 
4 BAR - 60 PSI maximum 

pressure 

p/n W2814 

$236.00  
+ gst 

p/n  SB10 

$298.00  
+ gst 

TORIN 
PORTABLE 10     
GALLON SAND 

BLASTER  

p/n  CTF300 

p/n  CTF500H 

500mm INDUSTRIAL 
1100w VENTILATION 

FAN 
130m³ per minute air flow, 

mounted on castors, adjustable 
fan angle 

$508.00  
+ gst 

300mm INDUSTRIAL 
VENTILATION FAN 
500W, 65 cubic metres per 

minute 

$226.00  
+ gst 

1050mm/42” 1110W             
INDUSTRIAL VENTILATION 

FAN 4 BLADE 
1110W, 410 m3 per minute, 720 rpm,  

easy to move on castor base, low 
noise, 73 dBA, IP54, 129 x 49 x 

124cm 

$798.00  
+ gst 

HEAVY DUTY EXHAUST FAN 
DUCTING 

p/n CTF9305 300mm x 5 metres long 

$89.00 + gst 
p/n CTF9310 300mm x 10 metres long 

$178.00 + gst 
p/n CTF9505 500mm x 5 metres long 

$152.00 + gst 
p/n CTF9510 500mm x 10 metres long 

$302.00 + gst 

p/n CTF-I-42 
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JINSHUN 2000W HEAT GUN 

220-240V 2 heat settings, 250°C and 550°c 

$42.80 + gst 

p/n  JSHG12B 

p/n  GN310017 

OEM 113pc BIT SET 
Includes bits for clutch, torque, 
spline, Tri-wing, square, slot, 

spanner, phillips, pozi, metric &  
Imperial hex, tamper proof hex, 

torx & tamper proof torx, wing nut 
driver, Magnetic bit holder,  
1/4”sq dr & 1/4” sockets 

$45.90  
+ gst 

p/n Description Price 

BC1001 STRIPX BLACK SURF CLEAN DISC 50 x 13 x 6mm SHAFT $2.56 + gst 

BC1003 STRIPX BLACK SURF CLEAN DISC 50 x 25 x 6mm SHAFT $4.98 + gst 

BC1005 STRIPX BLACK SURF CLEAN DISC 75 x 13 x 6mm SHAFT $4.98 + gst 

BC1007 STRIPX BLACK SURF CLEAN DISC 75 x 25 x 6mm SHAFT $8.19 + gst 

BC1009 STRIPX BLACK SURF CLEAN DISC 100 x 13 x 6mm SHAFT $6.15 + gst 

BC1014 STRIPX BLACK SURF CLEAN DISC 150 x 13 x 6mm SHAFT $14.24 + gst 

BC1015 STRIPX PURPLE SURF CLEAN DISC 150 x 13 x 6mm SHAFT $16.97 + gst 

BC1016 STRIPX BLACK SURF CLEAN DISC 150 x 25 x 6mm SHAFT $19.78 + gst 

p/n Description Price 

SX1040 STRIPX BLACK D/CENTRE SURFACE CONDITIONING WHEEL 100 x 16mm $8.13 + gst 

SX1041 STRIPX BLACK D/CENTRE SURFACE CONDITIONING WHEEL 115 x 22mm $10.12 + gst 

SX1042 STRIPX BLACK D/CENTRE SURFACE CONDITIONING WHEEL 127 x 22mm $10.60 + gst 

SX1043 STRIPX BLACK D/CENTRE SURFACE CONDITIONING WHEEL 178 x 22mm $16.91 + gst 

SX1050 STRIPX H/DUTY PURPLE D/CENTRE SURFACE CONDITIONING WHEEL 100 x 16mm $10.27 + gst 

SX1051 STRIPX H/DUTY PURPLE D/CENTRE SURFACE CONDITIONING WHEEL 115 x 22mm $11.20 + gst 

SX1052 STRIPX H/DUTY PURPLE D/CENTRE SURFACE CONDITIONING WHEEL 127 x 22mm $12.86 + gst 

SX1053 STRIPX H/DUTY PURPLE D/CENTRE SURFACE CONDITIONING WHEEL178 x 22mm $26.04 + gst 

NILFISK SMART BATTERY POWERED WINDOW VACUUM CLEANER 
The Nilfisk Smart battery powered window cleaner ensures streak-free cleaning of windows, it 
does the job in no time. Suitable for windows, mirrors, tiles, shower screens & pool glass, the 
Nilfisk Smart vacuums water from the pane after cleaning – with no dripping dirty water & no 
streaks. The smart, ergonomic design makes it very easy to clean in even the lowest window-
sill & in comparison to conventional methods, cleaning is noticeably easier & quicker. Light to 
carry, comes with a spray bottle, mounted microfibre cloth and a belt clip, as well as Nilfisk 
Smart Shine concentrated detergent. The Nilfisk Smart comes with a lithium battery which 
ensures a run time of 25 minutes and fully charges within 2.5 hours. Available accessories 

include a180cm extension lance & Smart Shine concentrated detergent. 2 year warranty. The 
ergonomic design the Nilfisk Smart makes it easy to reach lower corners of any glass you 

need to clean. The belt clip keeps the sprayer at hands reach so you don't have to bend down 
each time you swap devices, up to 25 minutes running time, 100ml  water tank. 

 

$76.70 + gst p/n NIL18451198 

TORIN 48” FARM JACK 
125mm - 1020mm lifting range, 3 
ton capacity, dimensions 1200 x 

240 x 140mm 

 

$109.95  
+ gst 

p/n TORFJ48 

WELMADE 125mm     
ORBITAL PALM SANDER 

HD neoprene pad (W2205),     
muffled exhaust, high-performance 
& well-balanced motor, Includes 2 

vinyl pads with 5/16" stud: 1 x 
W2205 plain pad & W2205-V1 

Hook type pad with 6 holes 
 

$264.00  
+ gst 

p/n W5120D 
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WAITEMATA HYDRAULICS & ENGINEERING SUPPLIES LTD 
27-31 WAIPAREIRA AVENUE HENDERSON 0610 ph 09 8392040 fax 09 8392045 

Henderson email: sales@waihyd.co.nz 
77a WIRI STATION ROAD MANUKAU 2104 ph 09 2623914 fax 09 2623928 

Manukau email: salesman@waihyd.co.nz 
All prices quoted are exclusive of GST and apply from the 1st October - November 30th 2020 Available only while 

stocks last © 2020 Waitemata Hydraulics & Engineering Supplies Ltd. Reproduction of this publication in whole or in part is 
prohibited without written approval from Waitemata Hydraulics & Engineering Supplies Ltd 

P/n SMASW23  

SW23 MOBILE  PARTS/BRAKES WASHER START UP PACK WITH FREE WEBER Q1000 BBQ 1/10/20 - 30/11/20 

$3434.40 + gst 
P/n SMASW25  

SW25 SIGNATURE PARTS WASHER START UP PACK WITH FREE WEBER Q1000 BBQ 1/10/20 - 30/11/20 

$3298.57 + gst 
P/n SMASW37  

SW37 MOBILE HEAVT WEIGHT PARTS WASHER START UP PACK WITH FREE WEBER Q1000 BBQ 1/10/20 - 30/11/20 

$4733.45 + gst 


